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Pertinence of
Patents in
Traditional
Knowledge
Thwarting
the
Pandemic
and Contemporary Trends
(COVID-19)
n Aishwarya

KT

nowledge is wealth, and India

Surbhi Singh

possesses a treasure trove of
traditional
knowledge,
he horrific
tale of which
novel
contributes
the (COVID-19)
rich
corona to
virus

biodiversity, agriculture or health but also

includes traditional cultural
would be to device an effective cure for
expressions/expressions of folklore i.e.
COVID-19.
cultural manifestations such as music, art,

designs, symbols and performances, and
Meanwhile, the mankind is
hasheritage
become of
ourthe
new reality genetic resources i.e. genetic material of
cultural
grappling to adapt to the ‘new
has disrupted
country. India has 705which
officially
recognizedthe lives
actualreality’,
or potential
value foundwith
in plants,
the uncertainty
respect
of in
masses
across
theofglobe. In
different
parts
ethnic groups1 residing
animals
and
micro-organisms.
to the development of an effective
fact, the transmission rate of
the country. Besides the 705 official
treatment has ushered panic, anxiety
the COVID-19 virus is so glaring that the
tension
theTraditional
masses. This
recognized groups, there are several more that
Theand
concept
andamongst
branch of
same has been declared as a pandemic
growing
concernsand
over
the widespread
are not officially
recognized,
Knowledge
emanated
sprung
on the
by the World
Healthundoubtedly
Organisation
of
COVID-19
and
the
ambiguity
raising the
total figure
to more than
705. to global platform with the conclusion ofwith
the
(WHO).
The pandemic
is estimated
respect to a promising cure has triggered
1 of
Each of these
groups
have
a
vast
repository
Convention
on
Biological
Diversity
(CBD)
in
have affected least 177 countries and
the race amongst the pharmaceutical
is tenaciously
emerging,
traditionalunfortunately,
knowledge in the
form of music,
art,
the year 1992.
companies, government agencies
leading
to
a
surge
in
the
number
of
folklore, traditional medicines, to name a few.
and health organisations, to hunt
deaths around the world. As on May 03, An explanation of the concept of traditional
for a vaccine, which could fight the
2020 there are around 40263confirmed
Traditional knowledge is extremely integral
knowledge
provided
8(j) of
virus. isFurther
dueunder
to theArticle
persisting
case and at least 1306 have died due
circumstance,
the controversial
debate
in formingtothe
cultural
development
of
the
Convention
on
Biological
Diversity,
which
the outbreak of Corona virus in
proprietary rights vs public health,
2
societies, India
as such
knowledge encompasses
as follows:
. Consequently,
with an aim to reads over
has
also
resurfaced.
systems ofinhibit
classification,
rituals, folklore,
further dissemination
of folk
the
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the
government
has implemented
music andvirus,
dance,
languages,
resource
use
“Traditional knowledge refers to the
The amount of investment and
precautionary
measures
such
as
travel
practices, etc. Such knowledge plays a
knowledge, innovations and practices of
effort that goes into developing a
bans,
nationwide
lock
down,
embargo
on
profound role in the society and helps in
indigenous and local communities around the
therapeutic medication or a vaccine for
sale of non-essential items, community
defining and shaping its basic existence as
world. Developed from experience gained over
such novel virus, it seems inevitable
surveillance, sanitisation of public
well as provides the fundamental foundation
the centuries
and adapted
to the local
for the research
organisations
or culture
the
places, etc. However, implementation
for traditional
practices
and
beliefs
of
a
and
environment,
traditional
knowledge
companies, to seek monopoly rightsis
of these measure comes with a cost in
society. Therefore,
protecting
theand
richcrippled
transmitted
orally
from generation
over such
potential
treatmentto
of
form of market
slumps
COVID-19.
The rationale
behind granting
economies.
Moreover,
considering
endowment
of traditional
knowledge
is of the generation.
It tends
to be collectively
owned
patents
rights
is
to
exclude
others
from
pace and magnitude
utmost importance
to prevent at
its which the
and takes the form of stories, songs, folklore,
commercially
exploiting
the rituals,
patented
virus is spreading, it is apparent that proverbs,
misappropriation.
cultural values,
beliefs,
invention, without the authorisation
these initiatives will not be adequate
community laws, local language, and
of the proprietor. Apparently, these
to combat the present crises and the
However, it is imperative to understand that agricultural practices, including the
exclusionary privileges boosts research
only way to put an end to this ordeal
Traditional Knowledge is not just about
development of plant species and animal
AALex
LexWitness
WitnessPrivileged
PrivilegedPartners
PartnersInitiative
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and innovation, which thereafter, can
be put to social utility. Moreover, it
precludes the researcher from holding
on to the knowledge and expertise
which may be crucial for further
development and innovation. To sum
up, the patent regime is based on the
underlined principles, that monopolised
privileges incentivises generation and
commercialisation of inventions and
also, stimulates the dissemination of
actionable knowledge and information
to the benefit of mankind. Therefore,
indisputably, it can be stated that
the patent regime plays a crucial role
inincubating effective and efficient
innovations within a limited time
frameand evenin the present case
such incentive is likely to accelerate
the developmentlifesaving drugs and
vaccines to fight COVID-19. However, if
left unfettered, the patent practice may
become a threat to the well-being of
the public, as it fosters innovation by
restricting use3.
The present pandemic situation
cannot be translated into an opportune
for the pharma companies or large
breeds. Sometimes
it fortune
is referred
an
corporations
to make
outtoofasthe
oral traditional
for itpatients.Given
is practiced, sung,
vulnerability
of the
the
scale
of the
present
healthchanted
crises, it
is
danced,
painted,
carved,
and
not
only
incumbent
for
the
government
performed down through millennia.
authorities
ensure deft
development
Traditional to
knowledge
is mainly
of a
of the crucial medicinesbut also to
practical nature, particularly in such
guarantee accessibility and affordability
fields
agriculture,
fisheries,
of
suchasmedicines
to the
publichealth,
at large.
horticulture,
forestry
and
environmental
In the present scenario, the government
management
in endeavour
general.” to strike
agencies
should
a balance between the rights of the
proprietors
and the right
to public
World Intellectual
Property
health,
for
common
good.
Organization (WIPO) has defined
Traditional Knowledge as follows –

DESPERATE TIME CALL FOR
DESPERATE MEASURES-

“Traditional knowledge is not so-called
According to the warning issued by
because of its antiquity. It is a living
World Health Organisation the outbreak
body of knowledge that is developed,
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Initiative
AA
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Privileged
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of COVID-19 need to be contained in
an expeditious manner and the failure
to do so would ‘wreak global havoc’4.
Further, it has been highlighted that
the present crises not only raises
public health concern but have also
caused economic, political and social
upheavals and therefore, it is extremely
crucial that an effective cure for the
virus
is contrived
in an
sustained
and passed
onunprecedented
from generation
time
bound
manner,
since
time is ofoften
to generation within a community,
5
the essence . Consequently, even the
forming part of its cultural or spiritual
researchers
at present are primarily
identity.”2
focusing their clinical trials on existing
treatments/ drugs/ vaccines, which
Traditional
knowledge
often
informal
would
comparatively
haveis less
testing
and
passed
on
from
one
generation
to
requirements, since they have already
another
orally,
forms
a branch
been
tested
for and
other
similar
virusesof the
established
intellectual
or
diseases and
would beproperty
easy to regime.
manufacture.
an debates
intent
However, thereResearchers
have been with
several
to
save
time
are
primarily
emphasising
and discussions since the past few years
on
or of
repositioning
on repurposing
the protection
Traditional of the
already
existing
anti-viral
drugs6. InIt is
knowledge as Intellectual Property.
fact, to aid the efforts of researchers the
mainly because Traditional Knowledge is
WHO has released details of therapeutics,
not easily protected by the present
which could potentially remedy the
intellectual property regime, which
effect of COVID-197.
essentially grants protection for a limited

Some of the prospective therapeutic
drugs that are being tested in clinical
trials are Hydroxychloroquine/
Chloroquine which is used to treat
malaria, favipiravir sold under the brand
Avigan, is used as a medication for
influenza, and combination of Lopinavir
and ritonavir sold under the brand name
Kaletra, isused for HIV/Aids treatment
and Remdesivir is a medicine developed
period of time to inventions and original
for curing Ebola by an American
works
by named/identifiable
individuals
biopharmaceutical
company Gilead
or
companies.
hasafore-mentioned
impelled several
Sciences.
MostThis
of the
drugs are
patent protected
and are abeing
nations
including
India, to develop
used bytothe
researchers
only
for clinical
system
protect
the huge
repository
of
8
.
tests
purposes
Traditional Knowledge possessed by the
indigenous communities in order to avert
Wuhan Institute of Virology, a
commercial misappropriation of such
Chinese research institute recently filed
knowledge.
its patent applications claiming rights
over ‘the use’ of Gilead’s experimental
Understanding
constitutes
antiviral
drug viz.what
Remdesivir,
in
combating COVID-19.
Remdesivir
was to
misappropriation
is essential
in order
originally
against
Ebolatraditional
virus
protect
thetested
age-old
practices,
disease,
however,
the
same
did
not prove
culture and heritage. Today, various
forms
to effective as expected. Nevertheless,
of traditional knowledge have gained
subsequent studies and clinical trials
recognition globally for their uniqueness.
have shown that the said drug can be
People across the world have started
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provide some laxity to the state agencies
in accessing and adopting existing
drugs in the current fight against the
COVID-19 virus. However, considering
the urgency of the situation, the state
agencies would prefer to explore range of
alternatives which would comparatively
save time, effort and most importantly,
avert unnecessary litigation.
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n Aishwarya
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nowledge is wealth, and India
possesses a treasure trove of
traditional knowledge, which
contributes to the rich
cultural heritage of the

biodiversity,
agriculture ENDURING
or health butTHE
also
AND PRACTICES
includes
traditionalTO
cultural
CAPABILITY
CURTAIL THE
expressions/expressions
of folklore i.e.
MONOPOLISTIC PRIVILEGES

GUARANTEED
BYsuch
PATENT
cultural
manifestations
as music, art,
PROTECTION,
AS FOLLOWSdesigns,
symbols and ARE
performances,
and
I. Compulsory
Licensing
genetic resources
i.e. genetic
material of

licenses
areingranted
country. India has 705 officially recognized
actual orCompulsory
potential value
found
plants, in
1
public
or national emergencies
the existing
viz. Gilead,
agrees
residingdrug
in different
parts
of to animals
ethnic
and interest
micro-organisms.
used to treat SARS and MERS as well,
two groups
by the governments to the generic
collaborate
with705
theofficial
institute in testing
other respiratory illnesses brought on
thebycountry.
Besides the
companies thereby allowing them
9
the
remdesivir
drug
and
conceiving
a
coronavirus infections .This encouraged
recognized groups, there are
several more that
The concept and branch of Traditional
12
produce patented product or process,
.
cure
for
COVID-19
the Chinese institute to test Remdesivir,
are not officially recognized, undoubtedly
Knowledge
emanated
and sprung
on the
without
the consent
of the right
holders.
as a potential cure for COVID-19.
raising the total figure to more than 705.
globalVarious
platform
with the conclusion
of the
pharmaceutical
companies
and
Though commencement of clinical
Pertinent to note, that thepatent was
governments
of
developed
nations
have
Each
of
these
groups
have
a
vast
repository
of
Convention
on
Biological
Diversity
(CBD)
in
trial of promising therapeutic drugs,
claimed by the Chinese institute for an
casted
strong criticism with respect
knowledge
in the
music,
art, of the year
1992.
assures
us that
we form
are atofthe
advent
‘unproven’ use of the drug inasmuchtraditional
as
to
the
enforcement
of compulsory
inventing the
cure
for
the
COVID-19,
the institute had applied for patentsfolklore, traditional
medicines, to name a few.
licensing,
due
to
which
countries often
however the said fact does not
prior to the commencement of the trial
An explanation of the concept of traditional
experience
cold
feet
in
implementing
the
necessarily
guarantee
easy accessibility
and experimentation of the said drug.Traditional
knowledge
is extremely
integral
knowledge is provided under Article 8(j) of
said
mechanism.
However,
in
the
given
of vital drugs to the needful. some
In fact, it was pursuant to the filing of
in forming the cultural development of
the Convention
on government
Biological Diversity,
which
situation the
authorities
pharmaceutical companies despite the
patent application, the institute around
as such and
knowledge
encompasses
as follows:
not be oblivion to the promising
apprehension
of back lash reads cannot
early February, 2020,had observed insocieties, distress
role
of
compulsory
licences in ousting
classification,
folklore,
folk
the public,rituals,
have shown
an adamant
an publication that a combination systems offrom
the menaces
of patent
exclusivity.
dance, languages,
resource
use
“Traditional
knowledge
refers
to the The
in pursuing
their patent
of remdesivir and Chloroquine couldmusic andapproach
present
situation
demands
immediate
over
their
inventions.
Patents
potentially inhibit COVID-1910 and practices,claim
etc. Such knowledge plays a
knowledge, innovations and practices
of
and
affordable
access
to
the
followed by the said publication, profound undeniably
carry out
role ofina catalystindigenous and local communities medicines
role in the society
anda helps
around the
and treatments and therefore, there can
earliest phase 3 studies of remdesivir
in innovation and development, however,
defining and shaping its basic existence as
world.beDeveloped
experience
gained
over
no qualmsfrom
on the
aspect of
imposing
for curing COVID-19, was commenced
it cannot be allowed to outweigh the
well as provides the fundamental foundation
the centuries
and
to the rights
local culture
limitation
onadapted
the exclusive
of the
by the institute11.This pre-emptive
lives of the patients and therefore, in the
for
traditional
practices
and
beliefs
of
a
and
environment,
traditional
knowledge
is
Patent
holders
by
virtue
of
executing
move of Wuhan Institute of Virology to
persisting circumstance, it is pertinent
compulsory
licenses.
society. Therefore,
protecting
the rich
seek patent during the persisting crises
that appropriate
measures
be adopted transmitted orally from generation to
invited the attention of the critics. endowment
to of
curtail
the exclusive
rightswarranted
traditional
knowledge
is of
generation. It tends to be collectively owned
Inthe
fact,
keeping
the paramountcy
and takes
form
of stories,
songs, folklore,
of
public
health,
several
countries,
the institute later clarified that themisappropriation.
the tragedy of COVID-19.In fact, patent proverbs, cultural values, beliefs,
rituals,
T:patent
+91 11was
- 4987
6099
have
already
initiated
the
bold step of
soughtin the interest of the
laws of some jurisdictions such as India,
community laws, local language, and
T: +91 11 - 4982 6000 to 6099
issuing compulsory license. For instance,
nation and that it will not be enforcing
forbids monopoly rights over second
E: email@singhandsingh.com
However,
it
is
imperative
to
understand
that
agricultural
practices,
the licence
13
Israel has
issued including
a compulsory
its rights, provided the right holder of
use of the existing drugs . This may
Traditional Knowledge is not just about
development of plant species and animal
C-139,
Defence
Colony to the criticism
Although,
in response
by patents,totoprevent
save the
utmost importance
its mankind from
New Delhi - 110024, India
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in relation to AbbVie’s Kaletra, due to
inadequacy in supply of the said drug. As
a consequence of the aforesaid, AbbVie
was induced to drop its patents rights
over Kaletra worldwide14. The Chilean
parliament and Ecuador’s National
Assembly have also adopted resolutions
supporting the issuance of compulsory
licences to tackle the coronavirus
outbreak. In addition to the aforesaid,
the German as well as the Canadian
government have amended their patent
laws in order to enable the government
agencies in the said jurisdictions to grant
compulsory licenses and even brazil is
planning to adopt a similar scheme.15
It is pertinent to mention that
a rationalised and well strategized
patenting and licensing policies are
likely to encourage innovations which
are crucial in combating COVID-19.
It further ensures that prospective
researches and discoveries don’t
circumscribe to the laboratory notebook,
instead they are brought to utilisation at
the medical front.16
II. Monetary Reward
breeds.
Sometimes
referredfor
to aas an
Devising
a cure orit aisvaccine
oral
traditional
for
it
is
practiced,
sung,
pandemic such as COVID-19, is extremely
risky,
time
consuming,
involves
massive
danced,
painted,
carved,
chanted
and
investments
and
efforts.
Once
the
cure
performed down through millennia.
for
treating
COVID-19,
is
developed,
Traditional knowledge is mainly of a
entities are likely to exploit their patents
practical nature, particularly in such
and profiteer off the vulnerability of the
fields as agriculture, fisheries, health,
pandemic, which would perhaps cause
horticulture,
forestry
environmental
hike
in the prices
and and
scarcity
of vital
management
general.”measure, the
medicines.
As in
a counter
Government organisations can carefully
strategies
and structureProperty
a cash prize or
World Intellectual
monetary
reward
system
fordefined
the entities
Organization (WIPO) has
that have developed a promising cure
Traditional Knowledge as follows –
for COVID-1917. These monetary rewards
are likely to incentivise and eliminate
is not
so-called
the“Traditional
need of theknowledge
right holder
to exert
because
of its antiquity.
It is Moreover,
a living
their
exclusionary
privileges.
body of knowledge that is developed,
Lex
Witness
Privileged
Partners
Initiative
AA
Lex
Witness
Privileged
Partners
Initiative

pursuant to the reward being allocated
to the innovators, the inventions can
be placed in the public domain18. This
will enable the generic companies
to manufacture the lifesaving drugs
at cheaper price and also satisfy the
growing demands these drugs. In
addition to the aforesaid, this would
also promote the research institutes to
further development or innovate on the
existing drugs.
sustained and passed on from generation

government officials of Costa Rica have
suggested the WHO to set up a voluntary
mechanism, whereby various companies,
universities, governments and non-profit
organisations can pool their intellectual
property including patents.

on the protection of Traditional
III. Costa
Rica’s proposal
for It is
knowledge
as Intellectual
Property.
Emergency
Technology
Intellectual
mainly because Traditional Knowledge is
Property
- keeping
in present
view
not easilyPool
protected
by the
the global of outbreak of COVID-19,
intellectual property regime, which

The objective of IP pool mechanism
is to enable wide access and licensing
of IPs on reasonable and affordable
terms to the member countries for the
purposeofoftime
developing
drugs,and
vaccine
and
period
to inventions
original
diagnostics. The mechanism also seeks
works by named/identifiable individuals
to addresses the mounting concern of
or companies. This has impelled several
non-accessibility and affordability of the
nations
including
to develop
a of
medicines
amongstIndia,
the weaker
section
20
system
to
protect
the
huge
repository
of
the society.
Traditional Knowledge possessed by the
Moreover,communities
IP pools caninbeorder
a propitious
indigenous
to avert
substitute
to
government
licenses/
commercial misappropriation of such
the compulsory licences. In fact, the
knowledge.
breadth of coverage under IP pool is
wider as compared to the government
Understanding
what constitutes
licenses
or the compulsory
licences,
misappropriation
essential in order
as it encompassesistechnologies
and to
protect
the contributed
age-old practices,
traditional
inventions
by large
number
of
organisations.
The
WHO
has
welcomed
culture and heritage. Today, various forms
thetraditional
proposal and
the same
hasgained
also been
of
knowledge
have
supported by Netherland, UK government
recognition globally for their uniqueness.

essentially grants protection for a limited

People across the world have started

to generation within a community, often
However, it is imperative to highlight,
forming
of of
itsthis
cultural
or spiritual
that
the part
object
scheme
is not to
2
identity.”the obligations of government
alienate
agencies, which require them to fund
research
through
grants and
are informal
Traditional
knowledge
is often
essential
foron
germinating
and sustaining
and passed
from one generation
to
research and development. Instead,
another orally, and forms a branch of the
the said program is manifested as an
established intellectual property regime.
alternative to the incentivising function
However,
thereguarantee
have beenbyseveral
debates
that
a patent
providing
19
and discussions
since
few years
exclusionary
rights
to the
the past
inventor.
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and various other organisations,
including UNITAID which has pledged to
finance it.21

According to the proposal, the WHO
should primarily set out a memorandum
of intent to pool IP, which has to be
signed by the right holders as well as
the government authorities, pursuant
to which the parties can negotiate
and execute licence or assignment n Aishwarya
agreement, per there requirement.

K

IV. The rise of open innovation
(Open COVID Pledge)-

biodiversity, agriculture or health but also
nowledge is wealth, and India

includes traditional cultural

possesses a treasure trove of

expressions/expressions of folklore i.e.

traditional knowledge, which

cultural manifestations such as music, art,

contributes to the rich
designs, symbols and performances, and
In the battle against the COVID-19
cultural heritage of the
genetic resources i.e. genetic material of
virus, various organisations have
collaborated and have launched
country. India
has 705
officially
recognized
or potential
value
any entity
from
using the
licensed IP, actualcure,
at least till
thefound
time in
theplants,
pandemic
23
the Open COVID Pledge, which is ethnic groups
1
While, few still advocate in
subsist.
however
the license
can beparts
suspended
residing
in different
of
animals
and micro-organisms.
essentially a platform where the rightsupport of the protectionist approach,
if the
license
or initiates any
the country.
Besides
thethreatens
705 official
22
holders can openly grant licence in
despite experiencing the backlash and
legal
proceeding
against
the
pledgor.
recognized groups, there are several more that
The concept and branch of Traditional
their IP to facilitate the research and
the criticism, being morally and ethically
recognized, undoubtedly
Knowledge emanated and sprung on the
development of medicines, vaccines are not officially
inappropriate. Nevertheless, in the
METAMORPHOSING THE PATENT
total figure to more than 705.
globalpersisting
platform circumstances,
with the conclusion
of the
and other discoveries which may beraising the
it is suggested
REGIME TO FUNCTION AS A
Each of these groups have a vast repository of
Convention
on
Biological
Diversity
(CBD)
pivotal in combating COVID-19, thereby
that emphasis should be placed on in
COUNTER MEASURE IN COMBATING
ensuring that there is no hindrance traditional knowledge in the form of music, art,
voluntary
1992. arrangements, as the same
THE PANDEMIC- AN OPPORTUNITY the year
in dissemination of the knowledge folklore, traditional medicines, to name a few.
seems
to be an imperative instrument
RATHER THAN AN OCCLUSION:
pertaining to the inventions that could
in
mitigating
and
An explanation ofthe
thepresent
conceptcrises
of traditional
The pandemic has exacerbated
save lives and limit the suffering.
moreover, effectuation of such socially
Traditional
knowledge
is extremely
integral
knowledge is provided under Article 8(j) of
concerns
pertaining
to the implications
conscious measure erodes the need of the
patents
on supply
of therapeutic
in formingofthe
cultural
development
of
the Convention
onagencies
Biological
which
Government
to Diversity,
take corrective
Per the terms of Open COVID
drugs and therighteousness of the drug-reads measure
as follows:
and interfere with the rights
Licenses- the pledgor can grants a societies, as such knowledge encompasses
makers
profiteering
out
of
the
drug
systems of classification, rituals, folklore, folk
of the IP holders through issuance of
“non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide,
development. The government is already
compulsory
licenses.refers
Moreover,
fully paid-up license (without the right
music and dance, languages, resource use
“Traditional
knowledge
to thesuch
facing several challenge in resolving
act
of
benevolence
by
the
corporates
to sublicense)” to exploit the IP (other
practices, etc. Such knowledge plays a
knowledge, innovations and practices of
Corona Conundrum and instead of
may help them garner goodwill and
than trademarks or trade secrets) inprofound the
role
in
the
society
and
helps
in
indigenous and local communities around the
creating
an
obstacle
by
enforcing
the
reputation, which would overall be
products, services and other articles
defining and
shaping
its basic
existence
as
world. Developed from experience gained over
exclusive
rights
in
such
crucial
times,
beneficial for their brand.
of manufacture in order to fight out
well as provides
the fundamental
foundation
the centuries and adapted to the local culture
innovators
and
researchers
are
expected
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As emphasised in the preceding
paragraphs, extraordinary circumstances
require extra ordinary measure and
therefore, implementations of measures
such as issuance ofcompulsory licence
at times are necessitated to ensure
adequate supply and affordability of
essential drugs. Moreover, such force
measures enable the government entities
to persuade and motivate companies to
voluntarily suspend their patents with an
aim to save lives at the time of crises.
The state agencies need to be mindful
while structuring the patent regime

and occasionally, should consider to
prioritise ethical and moral concerns
over the financial interest of the right
holders, specially while encountering
unprecedented global health
emergencies. Though, patent protection
is imperative for the innovators as
it incentivise the development of
therapeutic medicines and treatments,
however, the same cannot be considered
to be impeccable and henceforth, with
change in circumstance may require
considerable reforms to meet overarching
public interests.24
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essentially grants protection for a limited

period of time to inventions and original
works by named/identifiable individuals
or companies. This has impelled several
nations including India, to develop a
system to protect the huge repository of
Traditional Knowledge possessed by the
indigenous communities in order to avert
commercial misappropriation of such
knowledge.
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of traditional knowledge have gained

recognition globally for their uniqueness.
People across the world have started
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